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Figure 1: Screenshots of the keynote app separated into two groups of “same” screens. Screenshots in Group 1 demonstrate
six types of events on the “original screen”. In this paper we present two models: (1) a screen similarity model to recognize
instances of the same screen from a collection of screenshots from a single app, and (2) a screen transition model to identify
different types of events that appear in an interaction trace.

ABSTRACT
All graphical user interfaces are comprised of one or more screens
that may be shown to the user depending on their interactions.
Identifying different screens of an app and understanding the type
of changes that happen on the screens is a challenging task that can
be applied in many areas including automatic app crawling, playback of app automation macros and large scale app dataset analysis.
For example, an automated app crawler needs to understand if the
screen it is currently viewing is the same as any previous screen
that it has encountered, so it can focus its efforts on portions of the
app that it has not yet explored. Moreover, identifying the type of
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change on the screen, such as whether any dialogues or keyboards
have opened or closed, is useful for an automatic crawler to handle
such events while crawling. Understanding screen relationships
is a difficult task as instances of the same screen may have visual
and structural variation, for example due to different content in
a database-backed application, scrolling, dialog boxes opening or
closing, or content loading delays. At the same time, instances of
different screens from the same app may share some similarities in
terms of design, structure, and content. This paper uses a dataset
of screenshots from more than 1K iPhone applications to train
two ML models that understand similarity in different ways: (1) a
screen similarity model that combines a UI object detector with a
transformer model architecture to recognize instances of the same
screen from a collection of screenshots from a single app, and (2) a
screen transition model that uses a siamese network architecture
to identify both similarity and three types of events that appear
in an interaction trace: the keyboard or a dialog box appearing or
disappearing, and scrolling. Our models achieve an F1 score of 0.83
on the screen similarity task, improving on comparable baselines,
and an average F1 score of 0.71 across all events in the transition
task.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Systems that seek to understand an app user interface must be able
to identify the different screens of an app and understand how those
different screens are related to each other. Understanding an app
user interface in this way is useful in a number of different settings.
For example, an automated app crawler needs to understand if the
screen it is currently viewing is the same as any previous screen that
it has encountered, so it can focus its efforts on portions of the app
that it has not yet explored. Similarly, systems that replay previously
recorded UI actions must be able to identify whether a screen seen
in the recording is the same as the screen seen during playback in
order to know whether the replay is proceeding successfully. Finally,
UI analysis tools can be improved with techniques that employ
screen detection to reduce noise, which could be particular useful
for gaining insights from large UI datasets, such as Rico [9, 10].
In our work, we focus on determining screen relationships solely
from pixel information, specifically through screenshots. We choose
this approach because it can be applied generally across many different types of apps regardless of their underlying implementation and
choice of UI toolkits. Other methods have made use of underlying
representations, such as view hierarchies on the Android platform.
For instance, [9, 22, 26, 39] use view hierarchy information to determine the available UI elements and their layout on the screen.
Unfortunately, this method is specific to Android user interfaces
that expose a well-formed view hierarchy, such as those built with
the standard toolkit, and may not be applicable to UIs implemented
in alternate toolkits, such as Flutter.
Detecting whether two screens are similar is a challenging problem, and can be defined in different ways for different tasks. For
example, in a design search task as in Rico [9], Swire [18] or
Screen2Vec [21], the goal is to search a dataset of many apps using
a query screenshot to find many screens with similar elements and
functionality from many different kinds of apps. In our work, we
focus on the screen similarity task within apps, which is relevant
for systems that must automatically navigate within an app. These
systems must be able to identify whether a screen they have visited
before is the same as the screen they are currently visiting, even if
the content of that screen differs due to changes in the UI state. For
example, an instance of a shopping cart screen in a retail app must
be recognizable as the same screen regardless of how many items
appear in the cart. Similarly, instances of a product screen should
be recognizable as the same screen if the same layout template
is used, even if the product being displayed is different. Different
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scroll positions of the screen or the presence of a dialog box or an
on-screen keyboard can further complicate this problem.
In this paper, we train two machine learning models to infer
whether two screens are similar and to identify whether any of 6
common events have occurred. We formulate these two problems
as follows:
• Screen Similarity: A binary classification problem in which
two screenshots are given as input and the task is to predict
whether they are images of the same screen or not. The only
assumption is that the screenshots are from the same app.
• Screen Transition: Assumes two input images are consecutive screenshots collected during an interaction trace. The
binary classification of same screen or not remains a part of
the problem, but we introduce the additional sub-problem
of recognizing whether one or more of six common events
have occurred including scrolling, and the appearance or disappearance of app dialog boxes, system dialog boxes, bottom
dialog boxes, notifications, keyboards. We chose these six
events based on our own inspection of sequences of interaction data from 1,110 apps. This extra information is useful
to help guide automation and crawling algorithms as they
interact with an app.
In order to train our models, we collected a dataset of over 77k
screenshots from 1,110 different iPhone applications, which were
produced by human crowd workers traversing each app for approximately 15 minutes. A separate group of crowd workers annotated
this data with similarity and transition information.
Our screen similarity model is a combination of a UI element
detector [28], which extracts and featurizes on-screen UI elements
from a screenshot, and a transformer [31] that jointly encodes and
classifies the relationship between two screens. Our approach is
informed by prior work in UI understanding [34] and text-based
visual question answering [17, 29, 30], both of which model the
relationship between several multi-modal elements. Our results
show that our model achieved an F1 score of 0.83 over our datset,
outperforming existing methods.
Our screen transition model is a siamese network [13] that is
trained to generate an embedding vector from an app UI’s screenshot. The goal is for the difference between two screen embeddings
to encode the presence of one of the six event types, and thus predict
the transitions between two related screens (e.g., the appearance
of an application or system dialog). We train this model on both
the screen similarity and transition problems. While we find that
its performance on screen similarity lags the transformer model
described above, we also found that the inclusion of this problem
during training resulted in better model performance on the transition task than when the model was trained on the transition task
alone. We also found that our set of six events were difficult for
our model to distinguish, and combined the dialog and notification
events into a single category resulting in three final types. To the
best of our knowledge, our screen transition model is first of its
kind. It achieves an average F1 score of 0.71 across the 3 transition
types.
This paper begins with an examination of related work, which
provides inspiration and also the baselines that we use to evaluate
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the screen similarity model. We then discuss our data collection before diving into the screen similarity model in depth, describing the
annotation process, baselines, model training and evaluation. We
then discuss our screen transition model from annotation through
evaluation, our results as a whole, and then conclude.

2

RELATED WORK

The vast majority of systems have not used pixels to determine
whether screens were similar, but instead resorted to using available underlying representations of the user interface, such as view
hierarchies on the Android platform. Our work relies entirely on
the pixels of the user interface, allowing it to operate when a nonstandard UI toolkit is used to build the user interface or if the
underlying data is not available due to platform limitations.
This previous research has defined “similar screens” in various
ways and has presented methods for identifying similar screens as
a sub-goal across several different applications. These applications
have included user interface testing, bug report understanding, and
user interface dataset search.

2.1

User Interface Testing & Bug Reports

Automatic UI testing often has a need for identifying the relationship between the screens of the app to understand the structure
of the app. MobiGuitar [2], an early Android-based automated test
tool, made use of “GUI Ripping” to extract the state machine of
an app. This tool identifies similar states as they are encountered,
and ultimately produces a directed graph of UI states. Determining
whether a state is the same included understanding the screen,
which was accomplished by inspecting the view hierarchy and
other underlying data about the interface specific to the Android
platform. Other crawlers [6, 19, 23], including DroidBot [22], and
other crawling algorithms [33, 36], including NFS [25], also rely on
similar methods of using the view hierarchy to identify that an app
is the same state. For instance, PUMA [14] and DECAF [24] define
an encoding of the structure of the view hierarchy and define similarity based on the distance between the embeddings. Our work
seeks to achieve a similar goal, but uses only pixel information
and not any additional underlying UI data. These systems are also
frequently evaluated in terms of code coverage or other test-related
metrics, which makes it difficult to determine how successfully
their similar state algorithms function and also complicates direct
comparison with our work.
Another UI testing system called AppFlow [16] synthesizes
reusable UI tests across different apps in a similar category, such as
shopping cart apps. AppFlow includes a screen recognition model
that uses screen layout represented as a string, OCR, and Android
Activity titles to train a model to recognize similar screen types
across applications. Pixel information is only used via OCR to extract text from the user interface, and it also relies on underlying UI
representations that are only available from the Android platform.
Several systems have sought to help developers manage bug reports in various ways through joint modeling of screenshot features
and textual bug reports. Yu et al. [37] help developers prioritize bug
reports, similarly ReCDroid [40] automatically recreates crashes.
Work by Wang et al. [32] uses a multi-modal fusion of screenshot
features and textual bug reports to identify duplicate bug reports.
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In this work, they do not feed images directly into the model, but
instead extract two image features and use them as inputs. They do
compare image-only and text-only approaches to their fused result
and find that the image-only detector generally underperformed
the text-based classifier. All of these systems rely on bug report
text as an important input to their process, whereas our work relies
solely only on image data.

2.2

UI Understanding

A number of systems have explored helping developers and designers understand existing app user interfaces, either at the overall
application level or specifically at the screen level. The motivation for this work is often to provide inspiration for a new design
through exploration of existing potentially related designs. For instance, [5] creates a searchable gallery of UI element designs based
on the app screenshots along with information regarding each
application. Other works has been inspired by the availability of
large-scale datasets, such as Rico [9], which are too large to browse
effectively.
From App Metadata & View Hierarchies:
Many systems in this area have relied on app metadata or Android view hierarchies as the basis for their operation.
StoryDroid [7] extracts a storyboard of an Android app from
the structured data included in an app’s APK file. The extracted
storyboard can then be displayed as a reference for app designers or
used to compare one or more apps with one another. Our work in
this paper can be reapplied to extract similar storyboards, though
entirely from screenshots and without requiring inspection of the
app binary. While StoryDroid focuses on the design of an entire app,
much more work has explored search in terms of a single screen.
Like the systems we’ve seen already, many rely on underlying UI
data to learn a searchable representation of a screen at various
levels of complexity.
NEAR [35] seeks to detect near-duplicate pages on the web. It
addresses much the same problem as we examine in this paper,
except that it uses the DOM tree as its primary input and works
only in the web context.
Zhang et al. [39] define a set of screen equivalency heuristics
based on identifiers and semantic structures found in Android view
hierarchies to determine screen equivalence for accessibility annotation.
The creators of Rico [9] used the Android view hierarchy to
compute a basic image representation of screens from the UI’s
textual and non-textual elements, and trained an autoencoder based
on this representation. The autoencoder was shown to be useful
for UI screen search across the dataset.
Building on this work, Liu et al. [26] learned deeper semantic
models of UI elements from the view hierarchy and icons from
pixels. They used these in combination to produce a semantic representation of a screen, which their model fed into a autoencoder
similar to the Rico approach. They demonstrated this produced
superior results to the simpler Rico model.
Enrico [20] extends this work even further and explores topic
modeling of screens, also using an autoencoder-based approach.
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Topics cross different apps and are useful for a number of applications, but do not seem to be at a fine-grained enough level to be
applied to the screen similarity problem discussed here.
Screen2Vec [21] builds on these autoencoder-based approaches,
adds multi-modal features from both the textual and layout content
of the UI in a two-layer model, and is trained via a self-supervised
method. Screen similarity for the purpose of UI search across a
dataset is explored, among other applications. Screen2Vec, like the
other methods described so far, relies entirely on underlying view
hierarchy information available on the Android platform and does
not use any pixel data in its inputs.
From Pixels:
Some systems have explored understanding the user interface
from pixels alone, but have limitations for our application area.
PuppetDroid [12] uses a perceptual hash to identify similar
screens, courtesy of the pHash library 1 . Hashes were used to identify similar screens of known good apps in suspected malware apps
as part of a method to detect malware. We include pHash, as well as
other hashing methods from a common image hash library (wHash
and dHash), as baseline methods to evaluate the performance of
our screen similarity model.
Chiatti et al. [8] explores clustering of screenshots across apps
using unsupervised and semi-supervised methods. Their primary
focus is to create clusters that would assist in a behavioral usage
study, and it does not seem that their clusters would have enough
granularity to be applicable to our screen similarity problem.
Malisa et al. [27] attempt to determine whether a login screen
is spoofed or not based on an understanding of visual cues that
humans tend to ignore. They train a model based on features extracted from screenshots that are specifically chosen to identify
visual cues that are likely to be ignored by human viewers. This
work is related to our method in that it compares a reference screen
to the currently displayed screen, but the assumptions are very
application-specific.
Screen Recognition [38] is a system that detects the location and
type of UI elements on an iOS screen entirely from the on-screen
pixels. The result is used in accessibility services when the current
app does not contain any accessibility meta-data. This work does
not attempt to detect similar screens directly, however its output
could be used as a source of data similar to the view hierarchies
used in the systems described earlier. One of our baseline similarity algorithms uses a similar object detection algorithm and then
heuristically compares the elements that are identified across two
screens.
Screen Parsing [34] is another system in a similar vein, which
detects UI elements from pixels and also infers their hierarchy.
Similarly VINS [3] applies object detection to detect UI elements
and a neural network to learn the layout structure. UI similarity
search are demonstrated applications of these works, though the
focus seems to be on search across screens from different apps rather
than within a single app. In addition, both of these methods focus on
characterizing screens by their layout information (i.e., location and
type of on-screen elements) and do not take into account additional
visual information such as element appearance (e.g., element color)
that could provide additional cues for our task. In contrast, the
1 https://www.phash.org
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featurized vectors produced by our UI object detector do incorporate
appearance, which are then consumed by the transformer portion
of our screen similarity model.
Swire [18] enables searching a dataset of GUI screenshots using
a sketch image as input. This is accomplished by training a joint embedding between sketch images and real screenshots using a triplet
loss function. Swire’s method is similar to the siamese network that
we use for our screen transition model, however the focus again is
on searching across screens from different apps rather than within
a single app.

3

DATA COLLECTION

The same app dataset is used as the basis for all of our work in this
paper, so we describe its collection first before separately examining
how we further annotate and train models for the similarity and
transition problems.
We collected a dataset of screenshots from 1,110 popular free
iPhone apps as listed in the Apple App Store. We excluded apps
from the various Game and AR app categories, as these apps often
have non-traditional interfaces without clearly segmented screens.
A third-party data collection company collected the dataset,
which our organization paid a large flat-fee for the entire job. That
company in turn employed a set of 36 English speaking crowd workers from the United States, who were paid at least the minimum
wage for their locale (exact payment varied based on the volume of
data collected).
Workers visited a web site, through which multiple tasks were
available. Each task presented a real iPhone device with which the
workers could interact using a remote desktop-style interface. For
each task, we asked them to explore the presented app as thoroughly
as possible within 15 minutes. Our custom data collection tool
captured automatic screenshots every second provided the screen
content had changed.
We post-processed the data set and dropped any duplicate consecutive screenshots. To do so, we examined the pixel similarity of
each pair of two consecutive screenshots. First, we discarded the
top status bar of both screenshots, because this area often contains
information that may change but is unrelated to the app, such as
the time and battery level. We then applied a template matching
algorithm with normalized correlation coefficient to compare the
images and used an empirical threshold (98%) to detect and drop
duplicates. The final dataset is comprised of 77,655 non-identical
screenshots.

4

SCREEN SIMILARITY

To find whether two screens of an application are the same, we (1)
carried out an annotation task to determine which screens in our
collected dataset were the same, (2) used the resulting annotated
dataset to train a model that can predict screen similarity, and (3)
evaluated our model in comparison to previous methods.

4.1

Screen Similarity: Annotation

We annotated screenshots of each app into groups of same screens.
To make the annotation task easier, workers first annotated each
pair of consecutive screenshots as either same or new in order to
identify and merge sequences of consecutive same screenshots in
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team would merge the current annotated groups further than the
original annotators.
To create a final set of grouping annotations, we consider two
screenshots to belong to the same group if both annotators put
the pair in the same group. We chose to drop all screenshot pairs
where annotators disagreed from our dataset, because of the low
between-group accuracy observed in the annotations and the high
likelihood that such examples might introduce substantial noise.
The final set of consensus groups has an average of 6.94 groups per
app (standard deviation: 2.63) with an average of 3.09 screenshots
per group (standard deviation: 1.15).
Finally, in order maximize the size of our similarity dataset,
we (1) added all consecutive “same” screenshots to our grouped
screens, and (2) created a dataset containing every combination of
two screens from the annotated groups and labeled them as same
if they belonged to the same group and different otherwise. Going
forward, we refer to this dataset as the screen similarity dataset.
Figure 2: Annotation interface for grouping same screenshots of an app as a card-sorting task. The annotator can
drag and drop screenshots (cards) to build stacks of same
screenshots.

the user interaction trace. In this step, the workers marked 49% of
the screenshot pairs the same.
We built an annotation interface to enable workers to group
screenshots as a card sorting task (see Figure 2). This interface
allows the annotator to group same screenshots with drag and drop
actions. Splits and merges of existing groups are supported in this
interface. Also, annotators can expand current groups to re-visit
the screenshots or move any mis-grouped screenshots and place
them in another group.
The workers used our interface to group the screenshots of a
single app in the dataset, and we instructed them to stop when each
group of screenshots in their opinion represented a different screen.
We gave the workers documentation and training prior to the actual
tasks to ensure that they were familiar with our definition of a same
screen. There were a total of 1, 110 tasks (one task per app) with an
average of 32.19 screens in each task.
We divided the set of apps into 10 batches for annotation. After
the workers annotated all the data, our Quality Assurance (QA)
team went over a random 10% subset of the annotations for each
batch and evaluated the annotated groups. They used two metrics
to evaluate the groupings: within-group accuracy and between-group
accuracy. For within-group accuracy, we presented the QA team
with annotated groups and asked to identify if any screenshots were
incorrectly added to a group. For between-group accuracy, the QA
team evaluated if separate groups are in fact representing different
screens. To do so, we presented them with the final annotated
groups of an app and asked if any groups should be merged together.
The QA evaluation for the annotated groups shows that the groups
have high within group accuracy (over 98%) which suggests that
most screens that are grouped together were marked as correctly
representing same screens. However, the QA evaluation for the
between group accuracy is at 34.32%, which suggests that the QA
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4.2

Screen Similarity: Baseline Methods

Before training our own models, we explored how several existing
methods performed on our dataset. We chose these methods since
they were fully pixel-based and had been used in previous work
to solve problems very close to the similarity problem we wish to
solve here. These methods are also reflective of standard methods
available in the field to gauge similarity between images. Image
hashing is a classic method for testing image similarity, which
has several common implementations. The UI element detection
method builds on recent work in UI object detection [38] and is
based on previous work within our team that is currently used in
a production use case. Finally, TensorFlow Similarity is a state-ofthe-art library for training deep ML models on a variety of image
similarity problems. We also attempted to build a similarity model
building on both recent advances in UI object detection and the
autoencoder-based methods initially pioneered by Rico [9], however
we were not successful, possibly due the relatively smaller size of
our dataset compared to those previously used.
Image Hash: We used the Image Hash python library [1] which
is designed to generate similar hashes (fingerprints) for ‘similar’
input even in presence of minor pixel value changes. Specifically,
we used the following hashing methods to determine similarity of
screenshots in the screen groups dataset: Perceptual Hash (P-Hash),
Wavelet Hash (W-Hash), and Difference Hash (D-Hash). We ran all
methods with their default settings.
UI Element Matching: This is a heuristic-based method to
determine screen similarity based on the bounding boxes of UI
elements as detected by UI object detection model. This method was
originally created by our team for use in app crawling applications
and has been used for over a year in our systems, but we have
never formally evaluated it. For this paper, we start by extracting
the UI elements for all screenshots in our screen similarity dataset
using a pre-trained model based on the implementation of Screen
Recognition [38]. To determine whether two screens are similar,
the algorithm examines the detected UI elements from the two
screens, and tries to find matches between the them in terms of
type and bounding box. UI Elements are matched based on their
type (e.g., both are text fields) and bounding box position, and if
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almost all of the elements between two screens have good matches,
we declare them the same. Based on manual inspection on a small
set of examples, we set some parameters for our heuristic approach:
we used an IoU threshold of 0.9 to determine bounding box overlap,
and we required all but two UI elements to be matched in order for
two screens to be the same.
Tensorflow Similarity: Tensorflow Similarity is a metric learning library that is designed specifically to learn models of similarity
between different groups of images [4]. We used this library to train
a model from our app screen dataset that learned a distance function between two screens, which is used to determine similarity.
We set our model hyperparameters (embedding size of 64) based
on example code and documentation released with the dataset.
Autoencoder-Based Similarity: We attempted to replicate the
Rico autoencoder design used by previous systems [9, 20, 21], but
without relying on view hierarchies as those systems did. In the
place of view hierarchies, we use the UI objects in each screenshot
as detected using the pre-trained model based on Screen Recognition [38] that was also used in the UI Element Matching baseline
above. We first attempted to train an autoencoder using images
constructed from the detected UI elements with the plan to train an
binary classifier using the resulting pre-trained encoder duplicated
twice as inputs. Unfortunately, we were not able to successfully
train a reliable autoencoder using the Rico design from our dataset,
possibly because of the large linear design of the Rico autoencoder
and our relatively smaller dataset (1, 110 apps in our dataset vs.
around 10, 000 in Rico). We may attempt this method in the future
if we increase the size of our dataset.
The performance of these methods is discussed later in more
depth, however none of these methods were able to achieve an
F1 score greater than 0.7 on our test set split, with the majority
performing much worse. As a result we chose to pursue developing
our own method.

suppression to remove overlapping detections (IoU greater than
0.2).
For each of the detected UI elements, we extract its (1) position,
(2) predicted label, and (3) a fixed-size feature vector extracted
from the model’s activations (we used the output of the fc6 layer,
following previous work [29]).
Similarity Transformer: To determine the relationship between two screens (i.e., whether they are the same or different
screens), we extract their UI elements and jointly encode them with
a transformer model. The transformer model uses attention [31] to
contextually encode UI elements and learn relationships between
elements of both screens.
Model Architecture: Our similarity model consists of several
attribute-specific encoders (implemented as linear layers) and a
transformer encoder, see Figure 3. Our model computes several
embeddings for each UI element based on its: (1) position, (2) class
label, (3) RCNN feature vector (encodes visual appearance), and
(4) screen (i.e. which of the screen it belongs to). The model then
combines these embeddings to produce a fixed-size representation
for each UI element. Similar to other transformer-based models, a
“class token” ([CLS]) is inserted, which the model encodes along
with the rest of the input to enable the model to make predictions.
Finally, the model feeds the final embedding of [CLS] into a linear
classifier which predicts if the two input screens are the same screen
or not.
Training Procedure: We trained the Similarity Transformer
model on our screen similarity dataset (Section 4.1). We used our
UI Element detector to pre-compute the detections and features for
each screenshot. Each example consisted of two featurized screens
and a label describing their relationship. We trained our model to
predict the similarity label from the two input screens by minimizing the binary cross-entropy loss.
Lsim = BCE(ŷsim , ysim )

4.3

Screen Similarity: Modeling

Our system for determining screen similarity uses two models:
(1) a UI element detector that extracts and featurizes on-screen
UI elements from a screenshot, and (2) a transformer that jointly
encodes and classifies the relationship between two screens. Our
approach is informed by prior work in UI understanding [34] and
text-based visual question answering [17, 29, 30], both of which
model the relationship between several multi-modal elements.
UI Element Detection: We first use an object detection model
to locate UI elements from a screenshot, which allows our system to
attend to locations of the input image that are most likely to contain
relevant information. We use a Faster-RCNN model [28] which
was pre-trained on a large dataset (~77k annotated screenshots)
of popular iOS app screens [38]. Note that the dataset used to
train the element detection model is completely separate from our
screen similarity dataset. We found that this model worked well
“out of the box” for the screens in our grouping dataset without
any modification or finetuning. We first resized each screenshot to
a fixed size (256x256) and normalized it before feeding it into the
model. We post-processed the model output by filtering out objects
with a low confidence score (less than 0.7) and applied non-max
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(1)

where ysim and ŷsim are the similarity label and predicted similarity label respectively. In this equation, BCE refers to the binary
cross entropy loss function (commonly used for multi-label classification), which we use to learn the probability that the two screens
are the same.
In addition, we added a secondary “masked prediction objective”
[11, 30] to further improve the performance and generalizability
of our model. During training, a subset of the model’s input is
randomly “masked" with a probability of 15% [11] by replacing its
attribute values with 0. The model is trained to recover the masked
elements using contextual information. Specifically, the model predicts the (i) position, (ii) class label, and (iii) RCNN features of
masked elements.
Lmasked

=

MSE(ŷpos , ypos ) + CE(ŷl abel , yl abel )
+MSE(ŷRC N N , yRC N N )

(2)

MSE is the Mean Square Error, CE is the Cross Entropy. The final
loss function is the sum of the similarity and masked prediction
objectives.
L = Lsim + Lmasked
(3)
We trained our model with a learning rate of 5e-5, following
the learning rate suggestion from the original BERT paper [11],
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Figure 3: Similarity Transformer model architecture. We use a transformer model to jointly encode the UI elements of two
screens. UI elements are extracted and featurized from screenshots using a Faster-RCNN model. UI elements are encoded
using several embeddings (vision, position, class, and screen) which captures information from different modalities. A class
token ([CLS]) is prepended to the sequence, which is used to predict the relationship between the two input screens. To improve performance and generalization, we incorporate a masked prediction objective which requires the model to predict the
attributes (e.g., position, class) of a randomly selected subset of elements which have been replaced with 0.
Table 1: Comparison of different similarity detection techniques with the screen similarity test set.

P-hash
W-hash
D-hash
UI Element Matching
Tensorflow Similarity
Similarity Transformer

Precision

Recall

F1

0.93
0.92
0.95
0.92
0.71
0.80

0.14
0.20
0.13
0.17
0.68
0.86

0.24
0.33
0.24
0.29
0.69
0.83

with a hidden size of 256 which was found by automated search.
Following transformer-style papers the AdamW optimizer was
used. The number of epochs (78) was determined by early stopping,
where training stops when validation F1 score did not improve for
5 epochs.
Our model was able to distinguish same screens with an F1 score
of 0.83 for the screenshot pairs.
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4.4

Screen Similarity: Evaluation

We compared our screen similarity model with the baselines described earlier. Table 1 shows the results for determining screen
similarity. We split our screen similarity dataset into training (70%),
validation (15%), and test (15%) sets. We partitioned our dataset so
that all screens from any one app appear in the same split. We use
the training split to train all models, including both the Tensorflow
Similarity and Screen Similarity models. We evaluate all methods
with the test set partition of the dataset. Our results show that our
Screen Similarity model outperforms all other baseline methods
with an F1 score of 0.83.
Our results show that the image hash methods and UI Element
matching method all yield high precision (over 0.92) while falling
short on recall (between 0.13 to 0.17). This suggests that these
methods will miss a large portion of same screens. This is likely
because these methods are sensitive to the visual appearance of the
screens, whereas some same screens may have content differences
that substantially change their visual appearance. The Tensorflow
Similarity methods are less sensitive to appearance and utilize deep
neural networks, which could suggest that they would have better
generalization power and be less dependent on the pixel similarity
of the screenshots. The comparison between the Screen Similarity
model and Tensorflow Similarity shows that screen similarity has
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Figure 4: Interface for annotating sequences of screenshots.
The annotator identifies if the screenshots are ‘same’ or
‘new’ or ‘other’. For ‘same’ screens, the annotator marks
whether the screen is ‘scrolled’. The annotator marks all dialogue opening and closing that is applicable to the pair.

much higher precision and recall increasing the F1 score from 0.69
to 0.86.
The overall comparison of the models shows that the proposed
Screen Similarity method has the highest F1 score of 0.83 over the
screen similarity dataset.

5

Figure 5: Screen transition dataset annotation totals, including opened and closed, for each of the five transition types.
Application dialogues were most common type of transition in our dataset and notifications were the least common
type of transition in our dataset. The number of Opened and
Closed examples were relatively balanced for each type of
transition. Our dataset contained slightly more examples of
new-screen pairs than same-screen pairs.

5.1

SCREEN TRANSITION

In this section, we focus on the relationship between consecutive
screenshots in a user interaction trace which is motivated by applications such as automated app crawling or automatic replay of
UI actions. In particular, we focus on screen relationship in terms
of “screen transition” in which we introduce the additional subproblem of recognizing events such as scrolling, dialogues opening
or closing. This extra information is useful to help guide automation
and crawling algorithms as they interact with an app.
Transition types: We came upon this sub-problem while examining the data collected from an initial set of user interaction
traces, when we noticed that the app UI sometimes changed in substantial ways even when the underlying screen did not. We further
examined the dataset, identified events that occurred, and discussed
these events amongst ourselves until we agreed upon a set of 6
types that seemed distinct and common amongst the data that we
examined. We identified 6 types of events: notification, system dialog, app dialog, keyboard, bottom dialog, and scrolling (see Figure
1). These events in most cases seem to be independent of screen
similarity, as a dialog box or the keyboard might appear regardless
of whether the app transitions to a new screen or remains on the
same screen. Only the scrolling event requires the app to remain
on the same screen when the event occurs.
In this section, we (1) annotate consecutive sequences of screenshots from a user interaction trace, (2) train a model to detect the
transition type between two consecutive screenshots, and (3) evaluate our model. We also compare the task of same screen detection
between randomly selected pairs of screenshots versus screenshots
that come from a sequence.
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Screen Transition: Annotation

We use the same collection of screenshots described in section 4.1 to
create our screen transition dataset as follows. In this task, our annotators annotated the 1,110 sequences of screenshots, where each
sequence captures user interactions within one app. We focused
on two components for annotation of screenshot sequences: (1) if
two consecutive screenshot are the same, and, if so, (2) whether
the screen is scrolled in case the screens are the same, or (3) any
dialog boxes or the keyboard has opened or closed. In the case
of finding the same screen, it is important to know if there has
been any scrolling between the screens since it is critical in terms
of matching items of two screens in many applications. We also
had our annotators label the dialogue transitions because they are
common types of changes between screens and recognizing if a
dialogue has opened or closed can facilitate automatic interactions
with screens in applications, such as closing an errant dialog box.
Figure 1 shows different types of transitions. Note that more than
one transition might happen between two consecutive screenshots.
For each sequence, we consider every pair of consecutive screenshots and refer to the screens in each pair as screenbef or e and
screenaf t er to indicate their order. For each pair, the screenaf t er is
marked as either same, new or other in relation to the screenbef or e .
The definitions for same versus new screen is the same as the task
described at section 4.1. The same label indicates that both the
screenshots are showing the same screen although some differences might exist. The new label is used whenever the screenaf t er
shows a new screen compared to the screenbef or e . The other label
is rarely used in case any of the screenshots are not clearly visible, such as when taken during animation or before the screen
is properly rendered. In addition, for every pair of same screens,
we had our annotators identify the six common types of transitions, including scrolling and the opening and closing of 5 items:
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system dialogues, notifications, bottom dialogues, keyboards, and
application dialogues.
Figure 4 shows the annotation interface for this task. For this
annotation task we used a web-based interface where annotators
can examine the before and after screens and mark the annotation. Specifically, we required the annotators to choose one of the
same screen, new screen, or other options. In case the annotator
selected same screen, we asked them to mark if there has been any
scrolling between the two screenshots or whether any combination
of dialogue opening and closing had occurred.
We divided the dataset into 20 similar-sized batches and performed the annotation process on each batch. The annotation process started with two separate workers annotating each pair of
consecutive screenshots. To monitor the quality of the annotation
labels, our QA team randomly examined 10% of the annotations and
provided a detailed QA report for each of the 20 batches of annotations. For each batch, we shared clarifications regarding common
errors with annotators to reduce error. The average annotation
label accuracy across the batches was 95.33% (std: 0.58 %).
For any screenshot pair with at least one disagreement on their
annotations, our QA team examined the pair and annotated the
correct labels. On average the screenshot pairs with disagreement
were 22.4% with standard deviation of 2.39% across the batches.
Over the dataset, the disagreement rate between the ‘same screen’
and ‘new screen’ was 8%.
The annotators assigned the label ‘other’ to 18 screen pairs,
which we dropped from the dataset. Figure 5 visualizes the distribution of labels in this dataset.

5.2

Screen Transition: Modeling

We initially used our Screen Similarity Transformer to predict
screen transitions by adding a classification head to the [CLS]
token; however, we found that many visual cues for screen transitions (e.g., screen dimming) involved changes that occurred outside
of UI element boundaries. Since our transformer model featurizes
screens as sets of UI elements, it is unable to capture these signals.
Thus, we trained a separate model to predict transitions between
screens from the entire screenshot.
Using our dataset of annotated screen sequences, we trained a
separate machine learning model, which we refer to as the Screen
Transition model, that encodes the entire UI screenshot, instead of
focusing on regions contained by UI elements. Our Screen Transition model is a siamese network [13] trained to produce an embedding space that reflects both screen similarity and the type of
screen transition. Our network architecture consists of a CNNbased encoder (ResNet-18 model [15]) followed by a classifier (Fig
6).
We were primarily interested in the Screen Transition model’s
ability to classify transition type; however, we found that incorporating screen similarity labels during training improved performance.
To train the Screen Transition model, we iterated through our
dataset of annotated screen pairs and computed a “difference vector"
∆h for each pair by subtracting the embedding of the first screen
from the second. We used ∆h to characterize the similarity and
transition relationship between the pair of screens.
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A pairwise contrastive loss [13] was used to encourage similar
screens to be close (i.e., within a distance m) in embedding space.
(
||∆h|| 2
if s 1 = s 2
Lsim =
(4)
max(0, m − ||∆h|| 2 ) otherwise
∆h is also fed into a multi-layered feedforward network which
predicts the presence of transitions. We jointly optimized both
networks by computing a weighted sum of their loss functions.
L = Lsim + λ · BCE(ŷ, y; w)

(5)

Because our dataset is imbalanced (i.e., often contains many more
negative examples than positive examples for each transition type),
we computed a weight vector w based on the transition frequencies
in the training data.

5.3

Screen Transition: Evaluation

We split our screen transition dataset into training (70%), validation
(15%), and test (15%) sets. We partitioned our dataset so that all
screens from any one app appear in the same split.
We evaluated our transition prediction model on the screen transition dataset and found that our screen transition model classifies
transitions with an average F1 score of 0.65 across 6 transition
types (a total of 11 classes, since dialogues and keyboards can be
both opened and closed), while our transformer model achieved an
F1 score of 0.46. We also considered a detection transition types
in a reduced format by merging all types of dialogues together
(i.e., app dialogues, bottom dialogues, and system dialogues were
merged into one class). We hypothesized that a smaller number
of classes would be easier for the model to learn, and for some
applications, these types of transitions could be treated similarly,
since they could all be “dismissed." For the reduced set of classes,
our screen transition model achieved an average F1 score of 0.71
across 3 transition types (5 total classes). Table 2 shows the F1 score
for each of the transitions. We also achieved an F1 score of 0.80 for
identifying same screens in our screen transition dataset.
For the screen transition dataset, both screen similarity and
screen transition models can predict whether two consecutive
screens are the same. To compare the two, we evaluated our model
trained on the screen similarity dataset and tested with the the
screen transition dataset to identify same screens. The model performed better than it originally did on the screen similarity dataset
and achieved an F1 score of 0.86 which is higher than how it performed over the screen similarity dataset with F1 score of 0.83. In
addition, we used the same model architecture and re-trained it
(from scratch) on the screen sequence dataset. Because the screen
sequence dataset is much smaller, we used a smaller batch size
(32) and kept other hyperparameters constant. However, the performance dropped significantly, and this model was only able to
reach an F1 score of 0.80. We believe there are two likely causes
for this: (i) the screen sequence dataset is significantly smaller, and
(ii) the screen grouping is “harder" as there is more variation in
the types of screen pairs present. Therefore, our screen similarity
model performs better for detecting similarity between two screens
which is not surprising since the model architecture is designed
around the same purpose, while the screen transition model can
predict the transitions between consecutive screens.
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Figure 6: Screen transition model that classifies the transition type between two screens. Two screenshots are featurized using
a CNN-based encoder. The resulting embedding vectors (h 1 , h 2 ) are subtracted from each other to produce a difference vector
∆h, which is used to predict transition type.
Table 2: Transition prediction performance for our Screen Transition model. For a reduced set of transitions (5), we achieve
an average F1 score of 0.71, and we achieve an average F1 score of 0.65 for all transitions (11).
All Transition Types

Open

Close

Reduced Transition Types

Open

Close

App Dialogue
Bottom Dialogue
System Dialogue
Notification

0.77
0.65
0.58
0.64

0.65
0.67
0.66
0.64

Dialogues

0.65

0.75

Keyboard

0.68

0.58

Keyboard

0.75

0.68

Scroll

6

0.58

Scroll

DISCUSSION

Our results show that our models outperform existing models on
the screen similarity task. This is not necessarily surprising, as
most of the baseline algorithms (e.g., image and perceptual hashing)
are designed to detect image similarity more generally and are not
trained on user interfaces. We should expect methods trained with
user interface data to do better, as identifying that two screens
are the same may require complex understanding of the semantics
of an interface, such as understanding that different UI content
retains the same layout of a previous screen or that a portion of the
screen has changed position due to scrolling. Still, we see that our
transformer-based method seems to learn these UI details better
than the triplet-loss-trained embedding approach of TensorFlow
Similarity. We hypothesize that our transformer-based model architecture (Similarity Transformer) is well-suited for our task, since it
jointly encodes both screens (as opposed to independently computing an embedding for each), allowing it to identify corresponding
elements through attention.
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0.70

Our results also empirically confirm our intuitive notion that our
two tasks are related, but the screen similarity task is harder than the
screen transition task. This is expected because there are constraints
on how a screen can change within a sequence. For example, a
sequence of scrolling screenshots will likely retain some similar
elements between consecutive screenshots, but in the grouping task
the algorithm is expected to identify that an initial screen is the
same as a screen scrolled several pages down, potentially showing
very different content. We see this in our model training, where
our models trained on the screen similarity task perform even
better on the screen transition task, while performance lags and
degrades in the opposite case of applying a trained transition model
to the similarity task. This suggests different applications of screen
similarity (e.g., “fingerprinting" a UI v.s. processing an interaction
trace) may necessitate adapting the data collection procedures,
model architectures, and training strategies presented in this paper.
There are some limitations to our work. First is our dataset,
which contains only 1,110 apps, many fewer than the millions
reported to be available in the App Store. The apps in our dataset
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also vary in terms of size and crawl length, meaning that the data is
likely unbalanced in various ways. In some cases, an app may have
few screens or few screens are recorded because the crawl worker
was unable to get past the login screen. In other cases, motivated
crawl workers may have found 20 or more unique screens in some
apps. We also know that some transitions, particularly scrolling
and notifications, are relatively uncommon in our dataset.
We also must question how well inexperienced annotators, who
likely had no experience designing or building UIs, were at identifying similar screens. We spent significant effort to train annotators
to identify screens as being similar, or not, according to our application’s needs. We found that within-group agreement was high,
suggesting that our annotators understood our instructions and
were quite consistent. At the same time, we saw issues with our QA
team, who wanted to group screens into a smaller number of groups
than the annotators overall. As result, we used a smaller dataset
for training and testing than we might have otherwise, because we
chose to focus on data where all groups agreed. With improved
annotation, and more agreement between the regular annotators
and the QA team, we might expect our results to improve.
To further improve our models, we plan to collect and annotate
additional data. We will also improve our annotation methods,
particularly in QA for screen grouping, to ensure that we get better
quality labels for a larger percentage of our data. With more data
and improved annotation, we believe we can train models with
greater performance.
We envision integrating our models into different applications
such as automated crawling to investigate how they perform on
real-world tasks. The automated crawler can use the screen similarity model to identify whether the current screen is the same as any
previous screen that the crawler has encountered, so it can focus
its efforts on unexplored portions of the app. Another application
of understanding screen relationships is automated testing. For this
type of application, the screen similarity model can be used to verify if the current screen that is viewed is the same as the recorded
screen. In addition, screen transition model can help identify different types of events that might happen during automated testing.
Finally, understanding screen relationships can be integrated into
other applications such as automated UI testing, app understanding, automated playback of previously recorded interactions, and
accessibility evaluation of apps.

7

CONCLUSION

We have examined two problems in this paper: the screen similarity problem requires identifying similar screens from a collection
screenshots from an app, whereas the screen transition problem
requires only identifying the type of transition events that might occur in an ordered sequence of screenshots from an user interaction
trace. Our models achieve reasonable performance on both tasks,
especially compared to a set of baseline algorithms. We expect in
the future that these models will improve the performance of app
crawlers and app automation systems.
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